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Simultaneous multiplication of multiple numbers
Ashish M. Gohil
Abstract—Multiplication is one of the most elementary math-
ematical operation. For multiplication of two numbers, different
methods of multiplication have been developed over a period
of time. Modern method of multiplication allows multiplication
of two numbers having p digits. Simultaneuous multiplication
of 3 or higher numbers is considered infeasible and impossible
solution as per modern method of multiplication. In this paper
method is presented following which simultaneous multiplication
of n numbers having p digits is possible. The method developed
is based on the Vedic Mathematics sutra. Also comparison of
modern method and simultaneuous multiplication is carried out
preparing a MATLAB code.
Keywords—Simultaneous Multiplication, Sequential Multiplica-
tion, Urdhva-Tiryak sutra, Vedic Mathematics, Pascal’s Triangle.
I. INTRODUCTION
Four basic operations of Arithmetic are Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. In School and
Colleges everyone is taught to perform these operations
taking two numbers at a time. For multiplication of two
numbers different methods have been developed over a period
of time. Today’s method of multiplication is known as Modern
method of multiplication. It permits multiplication of two
numbers having p digits. In Modern method of multiplication,
multiplication of numbers is performed in the sequential
manner i.e. multiplying two numbers at a time. If three
numbers are to be multiplied (22 × 23 × 34) than as per the
modern method of multiplication first 22 is multiplied by
23 to get the answer 506. This answer of multiplication is
multiplied by third number 34 to get the final answer 17204.
Simultaneous multiplication of three numbers is not possible
as per the modern method of multiplication.
Over a period of time varous researchers have tried to
improve the speed of computation using various algorithms
at hardware level and software level. Wallace [1] emphasized
that a computer spends a large percentage of its time in
execution of multiplication operation and lesser to the
division process. He has designed multiplication-division unit
to increase the speed at economy. Hanumantharaju et al. [2]
developed multiplier architecture in digital signal processing
using the Urdhva-Tiryak sutra. It was concluded that the
design of multiplier was efficient in terms of silicon area
required and speed of computation. Kaduskar [3] proposed
a new architecture for RSA algorithm based on vedic
mathematics. Ramalatha et al. [4] used vedic mathematics
sutra for cubing operations with two different multiplier
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architecture and performance of the multiplier was compared
on the basis of their delay, power consumption and area
utilization. Lomte and Bhaskar [5] applied vedic mathematics
sutra in convolution and deconvolution application in digital
signal processing. Speed of computation was found to be
improved without compromising with area. Kunchigi et al.
[6] used vedic mathematics sutra in low power square and
cube architecture and found that there was 45% reduction in
power consumption and 63% reduction in area as compared
to conventional architecture. Jaina et al. [7] applied vedic
mathematics sutra in multiplier-accumulator unit and found
increase in computational speed.
Number of multiplication algorithms (Grid method, Lond
multiplication, Lattice multiplication, Binary multiplication,
Quarter Square, Gauss, Karatsuba, Toom-cook, Fourier
transfor) are available for multiplication of two numbers
[8]. No literature is available mentioning the simultaneous
multiplication of multiple numbers.
Sri Bharati Krsna Tirthaji Maharaja has compiled Sixteen
sutras and their sub-sutra which are nothing but simple
mathematical formulae from the Vedas and documented in
the form of book[9]. By following the sutras, it is possible
to solve various mathematical problems like multiplication,
division, factorisation etc. Most of the problems can be solved
with a one line mental answer. However, modern methods
obtain the same answer after a laborious work and number of
steps. Also time consumed by the modern method is a serious
problem.
In this paper Vedic Method of multiplication is extended
for simultaneous multiplication of n numbers having p digits.
Chart is prepared for multiplication of up to 5 numbers
having 2 digits. Also chart is prepared for multiplication
of 3 numbers having 3 digits. By following and extending
the matrix given in the chart simultaneous multiplication
of n numbers having p digits is possible. Comparison of
Modern method of multiplication (Sequential Multiplication)
and Simultaneuous multiplication is also carried out using
MATLAB code.
II. URDHVA-TIRYAK SUTRA
Following subsection explains the working and mathemati-
cal proof behind Urdhva-Tiryak Sutra. Urdhva-Tiryak sutra is
one of the Sixteen Sutra available in Vedic Mathematics.
A. Working of Urdhva-Tiryak Sutra
In Vedic Mathematics [9] Sixteen sutras and sub-sutras
are available to solve mathematical problems. Some of these
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Fig. 1. Multiplication of two numbers by Urdhva-Tiryak sutra
sutras are applicable to specific problems and some sutras
are for generalized problem. Urdhva-Tiryak sutra in Vedic
Mathematics is a generalized sutra which can be applied for
multiplication of two numbers having p digits. The meaning
of Urdhva-Tiryak sutra is simple: ”Urdhva means Vertically
and Tiryak means Cross-wise”. This sutra has manifold ap-
plications; multiplication of numbers is one such application.
Example of multiplication of two numbers by Urdhva-Tiryak
sutra is shown in Fig. 1. Here, multiplication of two numbers
12 and 14 is shown. First multiply 2 by 4 to get 8 as the
answer. This process is known as Urdhva - Vertically. The
answer obtained by this process is to be placed in ”Ones”
digit place in the final answer as shown in Fig. 1 (a). Next 1
is multiplied by 4 and 1 is multiplied by 2 to get the answer
6. This process is known as Tiryak - Cross-wise. The answer
obtained by this process is to be placed in ”Tens” digit place
in the answer as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Next is to multiply 1 by
1. This is again the Urdhva - Vertically process. The product
of this process is to be placed in ”Hundreds” digit place in
the answer as shown in Fig. 1 (c). Hence final answer of
multiplication of 12 and 14 is 168. In this way Urdhva-Tiryak
sutra gives one line answer following a mental multiplication
of smaller digit number and addition. Urdhva-Tiryak sutra is
applicable to two numbers having p digits. Let us represent it
in notation form as N2Dp meaning N = 2 numbers are to be
multiplied having D = p digits. Where N represents numbers
and D represents digits.
B. Mathematical Proof behind Urdhva-Tiryak Surtra
Arithmetical numbers can be considered as algebraic expres-
sions in x taking x = 10[9]. Suppose two numbers having two
digits (N2D2) (ax+ b) and (cx+d) are to be multiplied. The
product of multiplication is ac×x2+(ad+ bc)×x1+ bd. The
generalized form of multiplication of two numbers is shown in
Fig. 2. This shows that coefficient of x2 is obtained by vertical
multiplication of a & c. Coefficient of x is obtained by cross-
wise multiplication of a & d and b & c and the addition of
two products. And the independent term is obtained by vertical
multiplication of b & d. Final product of multiplication can be
represented in chart form as shown in Fig. 3. Matrix 1 in Fig. 3
represents multiplication of coefficient 1 of number 1 (a) and
coefficient 1 of number 2 (c). Similar interpretation can be
made of the Matrix 2 and Matrix 3. Product of multiplication
within a matrix is to be added.
Fig. 2. Generalized form of multiplication of two numbers by Urdhva-Tiryak
process
Fig. 3. Chart for multiplication of two numbers of two digits
III. MULTIPLICATION SCHEME FOR NmD2
In this paper Urdhva-Tiryak process is extended for the
multiplication of m numbers having two digits (NmD2).
A. Multiplication of N3D2
Multiplication of three numbers having two digits (N3D2)
can be represented in algebraic form as (ax+ b)× (cx+ d)×
(ex + f) with x = 10. The final product of multiplication
will be ace × x3 + (acf + ade + bce) × x2 + (adf + bcf +
bde)×x1+bdf . This multiplication process can be represented
in generalized form as given in Fig. 4. Final product of
multiplication can be represented in chart form as shown in
Fig. 5. This chart can be used for simultaneous multiplication
of the three numbers. Suppose it is required to multiply N3D2
(22×23×34). The working will be as follows: From Matrix 4
product of multiplication will be (2× 3× 4 = 24). As we can
place only one digit at a time, place 4 in ”Ones” place carry
2 to the left as shown in Fig. 6 (a). From Matrix 3 product of
multiplication will be (2×3×4+2×2×4+2×3×3 = 58). In
this total adding 2 carried from previous process final sum will
be 60. Placing 0 in ”Tens” digit place and carrying 6 to the left
as shown in Fig. 6 (b). From matrix 2 product of multiplication
will be (2 × 2 × 4 + 2 × 3 × 3 + 2 × 2 × 3 = 46). Adding
6 to this will become 52. Placing 2 in ”hundreds” digit place
and carry 5 to the left as shown in Fig. 6 (c). From Matrix 1
product of multiplication will be (2× 2× 3 = 12). Adding 5
to this will make 17 which is placed next in the final answer
as shown in Fig. 6(d). Hence, final answer of multiplication
N3D2 (22× 23× 34) is equal to 17204.
B. Multiplication of N4D2
Multiplication of four numbers having two digits (N4D2)
can be represented in algebraic form as (ax + b) × (cx +
d) × (ex + f) × (gx + h) with x = 10. The final product
of multiplication will be aceg× x4 + (aceh+ acfg+ adeg+
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Fig. 4. Generalized form of multiplication of three numbers of two digits
Fig. 5. Chart for multiplication of three numbers of two digits
bceg)×x3+(acfh+adeh+adfg+bceh+bcfg+bdeg)×x2+
(adfh+ bcfh+ bdeh+ bdfg)×x1+ bdfh. This multiplication
process can be represented in generalized form as given in Fig.
7. Final product of multiplication can be represented in chart
form as shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 6. Example of multiplication of three numbers
Fig. 7. Generalized form of multiplication of four numbers of two digits
Fig. 8. Chart for multiplication of four numbers of two digits
Fig. 9. Generalized form of multiplication of five numbers of two digits
C. Multiplication of N5D2
Multiplication of five numbers having two digits (N5D2)
can be represented in algebraic form as (ax + b) × (cx +
d) × (ex + f) × (gx + h) × (ix + j) with x = 10. The final
product of multiplication will be acegi×x5+(acegj+acehi+
acfgi + adegi + bcegi) × x4 + (acehj + acfgj + acfhi +
adegj+adehi+adfgi+bcegj+bcehi+bcfgi+bdegi)×x3+
(acfhj+ adehj+ adfgj+ adfhi+ bcehj+ bcfgj+ bcfhi+
bdegj + bdehi + bdfgi) × x2 + (adfhj + bcfhj + bdehj +
bdfgj + bdfhi)× x1 + bdfhj. This multiplication process can
be represented in the generalized form given in Fig. 9. Final
product of multiplication can be represented in chart form as
shown in Fig. 10. This chart can be used for multiplication of
five numbers of 2 digits (N5D2) say for example 11 × 12 ×
13 × 14 × 15. The same can be used even if numbers are in
single digit form. In that case leading zeroes are to be added.
Say for example multiplication of 11 × 9 × 15 × 7 × 12 can
be considered as 11× 09× 15× 07× 12.
D. Multiplication of NmD2
From the chart given in Fig. 3, Fig. 5, Fig. 8 and Fig. 10
it can be observed that number of terms to be added within
Fig. 10. Chart for multiplication of five numbers of two digits
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Fig. 11. Pascal’s Triangle for m numbers having 2 digits
a matrix is following a Pascal’s triangle as shown in Fig. 11.
This fact can be used to prepare the charts successively for
multiplication of n numbers.
Multiplication chart of N2D2 and multiplication chart of
N3D2 are shown in Fig. 12. Matrix 1 in chart N3D2 is
obtained by taking 1 term from Matrix 1(Chart N2D2) and
placing coefficient 1 to the left as this term is obtained from
right in Pascal’s triangle. Matrix 2 in chart N3D2 is obtained
by taking 2 terms from Matrix 2(Chart N2D2) and placing
coefficient 1 to left as this two terms are obtained from
right in Pascal’s triangle. Also one term is taken from Matrix
1(Chart N2D2) and placing coefficient 2 to left as this term
is obtained from left in Pascal’s triangle. Matrix 3 in chart
N3D2 is obtained by taking 2 terms from Matrix 2 (Chart
N2D2) placing coefficient 2 to the right as term is obtained
from left in Pascal’s triangle. Also one term is taken from
Matrix 3 (Chart N2D2) placing coefficient 1 to the right as
term is obtained from right in Pascal’s triangle. Matrix 4 in
chart N3D2 is obtained by taking 1 term from Matrix 3 (Chart
N2D2) and placing coefficient 2 to the right as this term is
obtained from left in Pascal’s triangle. Same process can be
followed to obtain multiplication Chart of 4 numbers of 2 digits
(N4D2) from multiplication chart of 3 numbers of 2 digits
(N3D2). Following the same procedure successively charts
can be developed for multiplication of n numbers of 2 digits.
Following two points are to be considered while developing
the chart.
1) If term is obtained from right in Pascal’s triangle
coefficient 1 is added either to the left or right of already
placed matrix.
2) If term is obtained from left in Pascal’s triangle coef-
ficient 2 is added either to the left or right of already
placed matrix.
IV. MULTIPLICATION OF NmD3
Urdhva-Tiryak process is applicable to multiplication of
N2D3 as well. i.e. (ax2+bx+c) multiplied by (dx2+ex+f)
with x = 10. The final product of multiplication will be
ad×x4+(ae+bd)×x3+(af+be+cd)×x2+(bf+ce)×x1+cf .
It can be extended for multiplication of N3D3. It can be
represented in algebraic form as (ax2 + bx + c) × (dx2 +
ex + f) × (gx2 + hx + i) with x = 10. The final product of
multiplication will be adg × x6 + (adh+ aeg + bdg)× x5 +
(adi+aeh+afg+bdh+beg+cdg)×x4+(aei+afh+bdi+
beh+ bfg+ cdh+ ceg)×x3+(afi+ bei+ bfh+ cdi+ ceh+
cfg)×x2 +(bfi+ cei+ cfh)×x1 + cfi. This multiplication
process can be represented in generalized form as shown in
Fig. 13. Multiplication chart is as shown in Fig. 14.
Fig. 12. Obtaining the charts successively
Fig. 13. Generalized form of multiplication of three numbers of three digits
Subsequent chart can be obtained by following the process
mentioned section III-D. This time Pascal’s triangle will take
the form as shown in Fig. 15. Pascal’s triangle is obtained by
adding three terms from above. Chart for multiplication of 3
numbers having 3 digits (N3D3) can be obtained following
the procedure given in section III-D.
Following points are to be considered to obtain matrix:
• When a term is added from vertically right, coefficient
1 is added to the left or right.
• When a term is added from vertically above, coefficient
2 is added to the left or right.
• When a term is added from vertically left, coefficient 3
is added to the left or right.
Fig. 14. Chart for multiplication of three numbers of two digits
Fig. 15. Pascal’s Triangle for 3 numbers having 3 digits
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Fig. 16. Chart for multiplication of three numbers of three digits
Fig. 17. Simultaneous multiplication of 99
Following this rule final chart of multiplication for 3 num-
bers having 3 digits is as shown in Fig. 16.
V. COMPARISON OF TWO METHODS
Sequential multiplication and Simultaneous multiplication
method is compared by preparing a MATLAB code. Time of
computation is taken as the criteria to compare the two meth-
ods. MATLAB code is prepared for the multiplication of the
highest two digit number i.e. 99. Simultanuous multiplication
of 99 × 99 × 99 × 99 × 99 is shown in Fig. 17. One MAT-
LAB code is prepared to represent this calculation procedure.
Sequential multiplication of 99× 99× 99× 99× 99 is shown
in Fig. 18. Four MATLAB codes are prepared to represent
the calculation procedure of each step. Table I shows time
required in sequential multiplication. Calculation part were run
one time and also 1000 times using the for loop. Table II shows
the comparison of sequential and simultaneous multiplication.
The results shows that sequential multiplication takes almost
three times more time than simultaneous multiplication when
the code was run one time. When the calculation part was
run 1000 times, sequential multiplication takes almost 20 time
more time than simultaneous multiplication.
Fig. 18. Sequential multiplication of 99
TABLE I. TIME RESULTS OF SEQUENTIAL MULTIPLICATION
MATLAB Code Step Time in s for 1 run Time in s for 1000 run
MATLAB Code 1 Fig. 18 (a) 0.016 0.25
MATLAB Code 2 Fig. 18 (b) 0.016 1.016
MATLAB Code 3 Fig. 18 (c) 0.031 1.14
MATLAB Code 4 Fig. 18 (d) 0.031 3.36
Total Time 0.094 5.766
TABLE II. COMPARISON OF TIME
Method Time in s for 1 run Time in s for 1000 run
Simultaneous Multiplication 0.031 0.297
Sequential Multiplication 0.094 5.766
VI. CONCLUSION
Following conclusions can be drawn from this work:
1) Simultaneous multiplication of multiple numbers is
possible.
2) Simultaneous multiplication multiplies the numbers in
less time than sequential multiplication. Hence calcu-
lations which are highly iterative in nature like opti-
mization, FEA analysis, Numerical analysis etc. can be
solved with less time using simultaneous multiplication
algorithm.
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